
eXPlore  l i ke  neVer  be fore

  HIGH PERTFORMANCE

  FMF® FAST MULTI FREQUENCY

  EXCELS ON ALL TERRAINS

  WATERPROOF UP TO 20 METERS - (66FT) DEEP

   RICH AUDIO OPTIONS:  
FOUR BAND EQUALIZER, 
MULTIPLE AUDIO OPTIONS

  ACCURATE TARGET ID AT DEPTH 

  FULLY WIRELESS

  LIGHTWEIGHT AND ERGONOMIC

  BUILT TO LAST



remote
control

  Shockproof
 Detachable
 Hipmounted
 Waterproof up to 20m/66ft (IP68)

  World’s first bone 
conduction 
headphones for metal 
detecting 
  Waterproof up to 
20m deep (IP68)
 Freeing up your ears
  Suitable for use in noisy 
environments

WS6 Headphones

WSA II Headphones

WSA II XL  Headphones

Pinpointer MI-6 
connected

FMF® Coils 
34/28 - 28 - 22

Choose simultaneous 
multi-frequency 

or the 49 frequencies 
of your choice, from 

4 to 45 kHz. 

The above graphic Illustrates the sensitivity and the iron discrimination capability depending on frequency and the advantage 
of Fast Multi Frequency programs covering a large spectrum of targets. This is only a basic schematic which can vary depending 

the programs and real terrain conditions.

Accessories

Access to OPTION
Configuratlon/ Program...

Scale of target 
conductivity

Ferrous/Non ferrous display

Clock and battery levels 
alternate display 

with Ground level

Ground mineralization 
(Phase measured)

Access GROUND SETTING (G.B)
Long press : Shortcut to 
Automatic Freq. Scan

Ground effect 
correction

Change program
Decrease values

Pinpoint (non-motion mode).
Long press : GRAB 
(ground capture).

MENU.
Long press : send the T.ID to 
the smartphone with GO TERRAIN

Change program
lncrease values

Long press :
Shorcut Full screen T.ID

SHOCKPROOF
REMOTE CONTROL

Experience the world’s lightest 
high-end metal detector. Detect 
for longer periods of time 
with ease, without sacrificing 

performance.

FROM 750G - (1.7 lbs)

FREE USB UPDATES

With a large variety of sound 
types, you can fully customise 
yo u r  a u d i o  ex p e r i e n ce . 
Its 4-band equalizer ensures 

clear, precise signals.

RICH AUDIO OPTIONS

24 PROGRAMS
12 factory programs + 12 user / 
customizable programs! Designed 

to excel in any conditions.

ALL TERRAIN ALL CONDITIONS
Its versatility and adaptability 
make it an indispensable tool, 
whether you’re eXPloring the 
depths of a forest or combing 

the shores of a beach

The XP DEUS II is a proficient 
diving companion, capable of 
submerging up to 20 meters 

(66 feet) deep.

WATERPROOF
UP TO 20M - IP 68

ACCURATE TARGET ID.

MEDIUM
TARGET

IRON DISCRIM
CAPABILITY

LARGER
TARGET

SMALLER
TARGET

BH-01
Bone conduction

headphones

All 
T errain

The DEUS II is the epitome of versatility. Equipped with the FMF® 
technology, it is equally at home on any terrain. This state-of-the-art metal 
detector has been designed to provide unparalleled performance, no 
matter where you take it.  With the DEUS II, you can effortlessly explore 
the great outdoors, uncovering hidden treasures at ease. In addition to 
its exceptional performance on land and beaches (even wet sand), the XP 
DEUS II Metal Detector is also a proficient diving companion.

TRUSTED XP 
FAST  WIRELESS 
TECHNOLOGY
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Operating frequencies
Fast and simultaneous Multi Frequency or 49 single frequencies 
from 4 to 45 kHz. 

Sensitivity 99 levels
Sound type Different sound options: PWM, SQUARE, High Square.
Audio Volume 10 levels for each audio output
Reactivity 9 levels (0/0.5/1/1.5/2/2.5/3/4/5)
Audio Response 8 levels
Iron Volume 10 levels
Multi Tones 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Pitch and Full Tones + EXPERT modes
Ground balance Tracking, Grab, Manual (Mono-frequency program)
Multi-Notch Yes, with adjustable window width
Non-motion mode - Pinpoint Yes, with and without Autotune - Audio and visual
Discrimination Audio and visual / ferrous bottle cap rejection on 5 levels / Silencer
Threshold Adjustable Threshold, adjustable Audio frequency
Equalizer 4 configurable bands
Programs 12 factory programs + 12 users
Backlight 20 adjustable levels, very low power consumption

General  F eatures
Display screen 8192 pixels
Software updates Yes, by USB/Internet connection
Wireless Headphones (optional) WS6 (rainproof) - WSAII (rainproof) - WSAII XL (waterproof IP 68-1m / 3 ft)
Bone conduction headphones Waterproof IP68 - 20m - 66 ft (optional)
Wireless coil optional / Coil cover DD 22.5cm-9’’ - 28 cm-11’’ - 34x28cm-13’’x11’’ (fully waterproof 20m - 66 ft) / Yes
Hip mount remote control case Yes
Headphone storage case Yes (WS6, WSA II)
Stem Fully telescopic, S-shaped
Batteries / Battery level indicator Remote - Coil: 700 mAh - Headphones: 320 mAh / Yes: Remote - Headphones - Coil - MI-6
Wireless Remote Control battery life ~ 15 to 30H depending on audio output activated
Wireless Headphone battery life ~ 15H WSAII/WS6
Wireless Coil battery life 8H to 20H depending on programs and frequencies
Charging time ~3 h
Total detector weight with batteries See product page for details on each version
Stem weight 370 g (S-Telescopic) - 305 g (S-Telescopic lite)
Remote weight with battery 150 g
Headphone weight with battery WS6: 82 g - WSA II: 72 g - WSA II XL: 250 g
Coil weight 22.5cm- 9’’: 345 g - 28 cm-11’: 470 g - 34x28cm-13’’x11’’: 570 g
Length of folded stem 58 cm
Length of extended stem 130 cm
Waterproof coil IP 68 - 20m - 66 ft, *optional antenna required when the coil is submerged

Warranty
Five year parts and labour. Batteries, chargers and connectors
have a two year warranty

Visit www.xpmetaldetectors.com for more information, download the user guide for tips and technical information. 
Many more accessories are available. Visit an XP dealer or the XP website to see the full range and understand all the pack you can 
order. DEUSII®, DEUS®, FMF® ORX®, are trademarks of XP Metal Detectors. The visuals and graphics provided are solely intended 
for demonstrative purposes, and the actual product may differ from the depicted configurations.
Photo credits: Xplorer® - Thomas Conte - Freepik.com / Creation and realisation: Thomas Conte - info@thomas-conte.fr / Print at: Cazaux Imprimerie - 31600 Muret - France

Concerned about our planet and fighting against planned obsolescence, XP Metal Detectors have obtained the Long Time label. 
The first European label identifying and promoting products that are designed to last. XP Metal Detectors guarantee their metal 
detectors for 5 years and offer repairs and spare parts for a minimum of 10 years. DEUSII®, DEUS®, FMF® ORX®, WS6 Master have all 
obtained the label certification. Visit www.xpmetaldetectors.com/en/page/who-we-are.php to learn more.

LONGTIME®  LONGIVIT Y  L AB EL


